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PEACE PAGE

Peace
Peace of mind

Peace of the Lord

This page is dedicated to all the people around the world who seek peace,
promote peace, keep peace, make peace, and have Peace of the Lord.

Philippians 4:6-7
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FORWARD  (A Reflection!)

Caution: It is written: My people perish due to lack of knowledge .

If you don't want to perish, gain knowledge of Jesus Christ now. Before it is too 
late. 

It is a great honour and privilege to be asked by my young boy of yesterday who 
is now a full-grown man, a husband and a father that is beyond on fire for God. 
He has also done well in his various career paths with distinctions and records. 
He has built for himself and his partners a ready-to-go global network in interna-
tional trade for the short time he has lived on this earth.

I have become like Ademola Usuanlele's progenitor - the Great Galileo Galilei. 
I am blessed to be training and preparing intergalaticals for both physical and 
spiritual battles be it friendly and unfriendly battles of life.

One of the most interesting thing about this Galileo Galilei of a guy is that most of 
the work he did were done via postulations and prophecies which were fulfilled, 
and we still use them to this day. As you can imagine, these beautiful ideas can be 
only possible for people with pure heart and that are peaceful (Matthew 5:8-9). 
Unknown to many, love is also a factor as coded by Jesus Christ the Agape Lover 
in 1 Corinthians 13:8-10 with emphasis on verse 9.

No wonder Jesus said in: 1 Corinthians 2:9 (NKJV)

9. But as it is written: 
“Eye has not seen, nor ear heard,
Nor have entered into the heart of man
The things which God has prepared for those who love Him.”

These verses; 1 Corinthians 2:9 and Genesis 1:1-2 are key to this beyond esoteric 
dissertation that answers most questions that have plagued both mighty and 
weak, rich and poor, literate and illiterate alike for thousands of years on this 
earth. The way Ademola set the items up backed by our pure scriptures in the 
Holy Bible is breathtaking. Praise the Lord Jesus Christ. Hallelujah. 
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He said that the password is "Jesus Christ is Love" (jesuschristis.love) and not 
"Jesus Christ is Lord" because as earlier stated in dissertation of end time titled: 
"Could This Be It" first published December 2017 because Lord sounds like slave 
and master relationships. Brotherly and sisterly love is the new sliced bread. We 
are all one with Him now.

Ademola Usuanlele is the only man standing for the world against the agents of 
the evil one. Everyone else is not steady on their feet. He has materials for the 
second and third part of all his books, he is not interested in writing more books 
because you read worldly books in 3 hours and decorate your shelves with books 
of our mighty men for aesthetics without opening then to see what's "gwan" in 
the "Holy Man's book".

He is ME (CHRISTIAN) and married to mini-me CHRISTIANA. He is the best coder 
and decoder in the world after Pope John Paul II in everything including wisdom, 
love of God, sweetness, meekness, etc. He delayed himself this long because 
of family and peer love and consideration by always considering relationships 
based on the most distressed or most arrogant of ladies using his Phil 4:13,19. 
These ladies are usually the loudest in the Church. Would anyone expect any 
vessel to be empty inside God's temple where the Spirit of God is being poured 
on everyone? Is it possible to be inside the ocean and not get wet? Ask Matthias 
and Thomas or Judas Iscariot. “Na today”?

Thank you. It is our book from Jesus Christ. We can do anything with it. God bless 
you. 

Peace Maker
High Representative 
(Of Jesus Christ)
Kingdom of God 
City of Champions
peace@peacemakers.love
www.peacemakers.love 
Edmonton Alberta Canada 
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INTRODUCTION

This book or dissertation or whatever you would like to call it, is centred around 
Genesis 1:1-2 and 1 Corinthians 2:9 in the Christian Holy Bible. These verses be-
low have been used as a basis to explain quite easily with utterance given by 
Jesus Christ through the Holy Spirit many questions that have troubled many 
smart minds and that have foolishly led many to die in unbelief. To make it sink 
in, Jesus Christ permitted the Holy Spirit to allow me to see more than I have 
ever bargained for (1 Corinthians 2:9). It has been evident that at the extreme of 
worldly wisdom, that is where the wisdom of God begins. 

Things beyond human imagination and comprehension become like a child play 
for the children of God. We are children before God. That is why it is written that 
it is easier to enter the Kingdom of God as a child. Thank God for my children 
for agreeing to be my boss all these years and for me to have the wisdom and 
courage to remain humble and childish in my perspective concerning so many 
things of life and things of God. In this book, you are in for a shocker! Please do 
not harm anyone after reading this book. Pray for them. Buy some copies to give 
others so that they know the truth because after reading this book, anyone left 
with doubts and unbelief, needs to be medically evaluated accompanied with 
intense prayers.

God bless you!

Genesis 1 (NKJV) The Historyof Creation

1. In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth. 2 The earth was with-
out form, and void; and darkness was on the face of the deep. And the Spirit of 
God was hovering over the face of the waters..........

1 Corinthians 2:9 (NKJV)

9. But as it is written:

“Eye has not seen, nor ear heard,
Nor have entered into the heart of man
The things which God has prepared for those who love Him.”
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Thank you, Jesus! Thank you, Lord! If you truly believe that you do not need 
further edification from this book or you are truly blessed by this book, please 
share the book or the lessons from the book with others. Buy* and read a copy 
today! God bless you.
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THE PARABLE OF A CORN (MAIZE) FARMER 

There is a supposedly great corn farmer who grows corn on a very fertile and 
very large expanse of land. This farmer is from generations of farmers of corn; 
he knows everything about corn farming. In fact, corn farming is in his blood and 
DNA. He can cultivate corn with his eyes closed.

Incidentally and mysteriously, every year since he took over the family's corn 
farming business, a few days before his planned harvest day for his corn field, he 
discovered that his entire corn (maize) ready for harvest have disappeared leav-
ing only the fruitless corn stalk. This happened for several years until recently, in 
addition to the corn yield disappearing, his corn field was also being set ablaze by 
the perpetrators of these heinous crimes. This has been going on for years now.

Questions for you are:

1. If you are this farmer, what will you do about this problem?

2. Who do you think are the perpetrators of these kinds of heinous crimes?

Hint:
This is a coded parable. In the world, the saying goes that the more you look the 
less you see. ABRAC******. 

In the Kingdom we belong to, the more we look into the Word of God (Jesus 
Christ) and the Love of God (Jesus Christ), the more we see and receive. If you are 
in any doubt, ask NASA and ESA. They have spent hundreds of billions of dollars 
searching for the end of space. They have gone billions of light years so far and 
they are yet to scratch the surface. 

There are other groups of "bright minds" in the underground beneath the Alps 
in Europe trying to use the Hadron Collider and they are spending tens of billions 
of dollars to find "the invincible matter which are not seen". The kind of stuff our 
faith converts to reality. 
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Conclusion:
Send us your answers preferably via email love@admovich.love . If you do not 
understand this parable, or you are pained by the farmer's plight or the farmer's 
flight reminds you of your experience; past or present, please bring it to Jesus 
Christ. He can help you with that. 

love@admovich.love  

With love 

Ademola and Christiana Usuanlele.
June 11, 2017
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PRINCIPLES OF THE HEAVENS, EARTH AND THE GALAXY

PART 1: "WHAT ARE ALL THESE PLANETS FOR?"

FRESH FROM THE FIRING LINE #28
FIRING STRAIGHT FROM THE HEART (REV. 2017) 

TOO MANY PLANETS! FOR WHAT?

ANCHOR SCRIPTURES: Please see these anchor scriptures below, read them; you 
will see the connection later. God bless you.

Genesis 1 (NKJV) The History of Creation

1 In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth. 2 The earth was with-
out form, and void; and darkness was on the face of the deep. And the Spirit of 
God was hovering over the face of the waters..........

1 Corinthians 2:9 (NKJV)

9. But as it is written:

“Eye has not seen, nor ear heard,
Nor have entered into the heart of man
The things which God has prepared for those who love Him.”

MOCKUP:

HOUSTON: Edmonton! Edmonton!! Edmonton!!! Come in for Houston!

EDMONTON: Go ahead Houston!

HOUSTON: Edmonton! We have a problem!

EDMONTON: Houston! Confirm. You have a problem!

HOUSTON: ROGER! Roger!! Edmonton. 

EDMONTON: Houston! What is your problem? 

HOUSTON: All the best and brightest astronauts and cosmonauts in the world are 
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in the outer space on a special G4 classified mission specially funded by the world 
powers, the top principalities and powers and leaders of the top occultic and 
atheist group to finally confirm that God, the Jehovah and heavens do not exist.

EDMONTON: Houston! This your story is getting too long. We have lots of future 
champions we are training here to maintain our status as the City of Champions. 
Houston! Please go straight to the point or problem. What exactly is happening 
out there?

HOUSTON: The astronauts and cosmonauts in the spacecraft have stopped com-
municating with mission control. Edmonton! We need your help. All we can hear 
from the spacecraft is sounds of rapid and aggressive peeing and pooping in a 
diarrheal fashion. They have their diapers but with the volume of pooping and 
peeing going on, the spacecraft will be full of s**t in no time.

EDMONTON: What was your last communication with the crew Houston?

HOUSTON: The flight commander and deputy commander seemed to be dis-
tressed by what they saw up there in outer space. They were talking simultane-
ously about so many planets, so many, many planets. We asked them. How many 
planets out there? Their response was: very many planets; millions, billions, tril-
lions, who knows? They were going to start muttering something about no God 
and no heavens when we started hearing them passing gas (farts) very violent-
ly followed by an aggressive and rapid peeing and pooping. All we hear now is 
pooping and peeing going on in the spacecraft. We don't want them to drown in 
their own s**t.

It looks like they have been struck by a spell up there just as they were about to 
start rejoicing that there was no God and heavens did not exist. 

EDMONTON: Wow! This is some deep s**t! How can we help Houston?

HOUSTON: We need to get the Mission Commander and other smart and wise 
men out of there quickly because they are getting covered by their own s**t.

EDMONTON: We can help! We have a lot of champions here in Edmonton who 
know the secret path to heaven and back to earth who can do it. The only chal-
lenge here is that in Edmonton, adults don't wear diapers. We will ask Oliver 
Centre if they have any 2 - 4 years old in their daycare who will volunteer to go 
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to God to get the cure to the issue with these supposedly "smartest and wisest" 
astronauts and cosmonauts in the world. We will code the message to Oliver 
Centre to avoid panic. Standby Houston!

EDMONTON: Oliver Centre! Ni Ka Ra Ma Ko Ko Ko 
Ni Ka Ra Ma Ko Ko Ko 

OLIVER CENTRE: Edmonton! Jesus Christ Ko Ko Ko 
Holy Spirit ko ko ko 

EDMONTON: Oliver Centre! Ni Ka Ra Ma Ko Ko Ko 
Jehovah ko ko ko 
Jehovah ko ko ko

OLIVER CENTRE: Almighty God Ko Ko Ko 
Almighty God Ko Ko Ko 

EDMONTON; Houston! We have good news for you. A three-year old whiz kid 
and champion called Ted Johnson from Oliver Centre has gone for the mission. 
He made it to heaven and back in three seconds. A record time. These little 
champions are something else. I wish your astronauts and cosmonauts can learn 
how to study the holy bible from these little kids. 

HOUSTON: Edmonton! Good to know! We will try to curtail the arrogance and 
pride of these astronauts and cosmonauts by making them to know that pride 
comes before the fall and pride is of lucifer and not of God (Habakkuk 2:4). With 
Ted Johnson's trip to Heaven and back in three seconds will make the astronauts 
and cosmonauts in the world to pee and poop the more because they never 
believed that heaven exist. They believe everything revolved around spatial cal-
culations and Laplace Transforms. Now they know that it is not by might and it is 
not by power, it is by My Spirit says the Spirit of God. 

Zechariah 4:6 NKJV

So, he answered and said to me: “This is the word of the Lord to Zerubbabel: ‘Not 
by might nor by power, but by My Spirit,’ Says the Lord of hosts.

HOUSTON: Edmonton! Come in for Houston! Do you copy me Edmonton?
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EDMONTON: ROGER! Roger!! We copy you loud and clear Houston! Houston! Go 
ahead for Edmonton!

HOUSTON: Edmonton! Please we are begging you! What solutions did the three-
year old whiz kid called Ted Johnson bring from the heavens? We feel so ashamed 
that with the knowledge in the brains of these rocket scientists and astronauts 
and cosmonauts in the world, the lives of these best astronauts and cosmonauts 
in the spacecraft peeing and pooping and almost getting drowned in their poops 
and pee now depend on a little Christian three-year old whiz kid called Ted John-
son. A little champion from Edmonton; the City of Champions. 

EDMONTON: Houston! Fret not! Jesus Christ is in full control of everything con-
cerning your astronauts and cosmonauts in the spacecraft peeing and pooping. 
For Ted Johnson and Edmontonians, if the Spirit of God is in you, a day-old baby 
can handle your grand masters and lucifer. It is not by might nor by power or size 
according to the Word of God in Zechariah 4:6 NKJV.

EDMONTON: Houston! Houston!! I repeat! Houston! Do not fret. Do not panic. 
If you do, all of you will start peeing and pooping on yourselves too. Blood pres-
sures will rise. Strokes and heart attacks, suicides will commence because you 
have all put your hopes and lives on letters, numbers and money from atheists 
and agents of the devil in the academia. This is a trick of the devil and its agents. I 
repeat Jesus Christ is in full control of everything concerning your astronauts and 
cosmonauts in the spacecraft peeing and pooping. Ted Johnson brought all the 
answers to your problems including all of you peeing and pooping in your pants 
out of fear. Jesus Christ has said that this is not the end of the world. He is the 
only one who can end the world. 

EDMONTON: Houston! We are currently decoding and recoding the revelations 
from Ted Johnson to be in the format which you can handle in your hearts be-
cause if we give you the raw data from heaven, it will pulverize all of you because 
your hearts have been so hardened against the Word of God due various sinful 
activities you have been engaging in due to unbelief/rebellion. We will provide 
you the revelations from Ted Johnson in the main event below. See you at the 
main event Houston. Over and out!

HOUSTON: Edmonton! Edmonton!! Merci beaucoup. Thank you very much. See 
you at the main event. Over and out!
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Ni Ka Ra Ma Ko Ko Ko 
Ni Ka Ra Ma Ko Ko Ko 

Jesus Christ ko ko ko 
Jesus Christ ko ko ko 

Please stay tuned for Part 2 for more in setup and the main event. Please don't 
miss it because the revelations will surprise you. We are negotiating with the 
trinity on how to present it mildly to prevent the rocket scientists and their com-
munity from shock, mass arrests and mass suicides and pooping and peeing on 
themselves. We cannot dilute the Word of God. In as much as evangelism is to 
save the lost, etc., it does not include pampering the devil or being sweet, nice 
and all cozying up with him.

This has been a mock up, pre-work, etc. before the main event. 

So far, no cat, dog, mouse or plant has been hurt in this mock up. Some of the 
names may be familiar to some of you. None of them have any dealings with 
rocket science industry and they have never seen actual rocket like I did in John-
son Space Center in Houston, Texas in June of 2000. You are free to draw your 
conclusions. Hopefully, it is to trust Jesus Christ more and to know that there is 
a heaven. 

With Agape Love 

Ademola Usuanlele 
Peace Maker
High Representative of Jesus Christ 
peace@peacemakers.love 
www.peacemakers.love
Kingdom of God 
City of Champions 
Edmonton Alberta Canada 

Ni Ka Ra Ma Ko Ko Ko 
Ni Ka Ra Ma Ko Ko Ko
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PART 2: WHAT ARE ALL THESE PLANETS FOR?"

FRESH FROM THE FIRING LINE #28
FIRING STRAIGHT FROM THE HEART (REV. 2017 & MAR 2018)

TOO MANY PLANETS! FOR WHAT?

ANCHOR SCRIPTURES: Please see these anchor scriptures below again, read 
them; you will see the connection later. God bless you.

Genesis 1 (NKJV) The History of Creation

1. In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth. 2 The earth was with-
out form, and void; and darkness was on the face of the deep. And the Spirit of 
God was hovering over the face of the waters..........

1 Corinthians 2:9 (NKJV)

9. But as it is written:

“Eye has not seen, nor ear heard,
Nor have entered into the heart of man
The things which God has prepared for those who love Him.”

MAIN EVENT:

Ni Ka Ra Ma Ko Ko Ko
Ni Ka Ra Ma Ko Ko Ko

Oh Lord of the heavens, the earth and the unending galaxies! I thank you for this 
golden and private opportunity to share a little bit of the so much that you have 
revealed to me your son. Not that I deserve it but out of your magnanimity and 
Agape love, you chose me for this divine assignment. Thank you for strength-
ening me and for ensuring that my well never runs dry. Thank you for being my 
present help in times of trouble. Thank you for being my refuge and ensuring that 
my own sword of the spirit is present always in times of trouble. It has been a 
very sweet fellowship with the HOLY SPIRIT in Jesus Christ mighty name. Amen.
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Now going back to the issues with the best astronauts and cosmonauts pooping 
and peeing on themselves in the spacecraft and the whiz kid called Ted Johnson 
with his record-breaking trip to heaven to get the codes to solve the easy prob-
lems confronting the best astronauts and cosmonauts. 

The decoding of the codes is in: 

1. The first issue of the astronauts and cosmonauts pooping and peeing on them-
selves in the spacecraft was caused by lucifer the enemy of God. He feared the 
consequences of the astronauts and cosmonauts in the spacecraft who were 
about to start mocking God that He did not exist and that there is no heaven. 
Lucifer knows the consequences of mocking as stated in:

Galatians 6:7 (NKJV)

7. Do not be deceived, God is not mocked; for whatever a man sows, that he will 
also reap.

Lucifer caused the pooping and peeing for the best astronauts and cosmonauts 
because he knows that every time his agents provoke the Spirit of God, Jesus 
Christ the Son of God can decide to end the world as it is right away which puts 
an end to all the merciless activities of the devil (Lucifer). The devil as merciless 
and evil as he is, is ready to sacrifice any of his demons, agents, worshippers or 
their loved ones to prevent or delay the end of the world in his parochial mind. 

Jesus Christ in His infinite mercy and agape love has forgiven all the astronauts 
and cosmonauts and all those involved in this botched space flight because they 
do not know what they are doing (Luke 23:34). The pooping and peeing have 
ceased immediately with the excretal completely disappeared. All the glory to 
God; the Father of Jesus Christ.
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Ni Ka Ra Ma Ko Ko Ko
Ni Ka Ra Ma Ko Ko Ko

Now, we have reached the moment of DEEP TRUTH where the name of Jesus 
Christ the Son of God will be exalted beyond every other name on earth, in the 
galaxy and in the heavens. Praise God! Hallelujah!

PHASES OF HEAVEN:

Deuteronomy 10:14 (NKJV)

Indeed, heaven and the highest heavens belong to the LORD your God, also the 
earth with all that is in it.

The Spirit of God by His divine grace has revealed to me that there are three 
categories or phases of Heaven that we as true faithfuls must experience to be 
in the third and final heaven. These three phases or categories are inter-related 
and there must be evident and obvious transition from one phase to the other 
until one can get the permit to be resident in the third phase of heaven which is 
the heaven most people think about.

Please note that we are using the words: “phases or categories”. This is because 
we are short of a better word to use that clearly demonstrates or illustrates what 
we are trying to put across to you. Please focus on the message we are trying to 
convey instead of the words used to convey it. A lot of things in the heavenlies 
are too awesome to describe in mortal words. A sincere giggle will even say more 
because it is birthed by love.

We spoke in our Fresh From The Firing Line Series about our purpose here on 
earth is to get testimonies which will eventually qualify us for the big testimony 
of going to Heaven.

These three categories or phases of Heaven resides in the HEART, EARTH and 
HEAVEN (the heaven we all know). Now let us take them one at a time. These 
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revelations are common knowledge to most believers and ministers but mostly 
in parts and pieces. The Holy Spirit has packaged them to me His son to give a 
thorough understanding and comfort to you His children and future children.

Ni Ka Ra Ma Ko Ko Ko
Ni Ka Ra Ma Ko Ko Ko

     1. Heaven in the Heart:

The human heart is the most mysterious and most useful organ created by God 
because it is very useful physically and spiritually. We will skip the physical nature 
of the heart for brevity (for more, see LAYMAN SERIES #2 in the book LAYMAN 
SERIES Volume One by Ademola and Christiana Usuanlele).

Spiritually, the heart is its own world (or Heaven). Spiritually, it contains space 
that is unimaginably large and vast. Everything is inside the heart just like the 
world or universe we live in right now. It contains its own heaven and hell. Your 
soul which is a major component of your spirit dwells within your heart either 
in the heaven or hell within your heart. The default condition of the soul is that 
from when you are born until you give your life to Jesus Christ, your soul resides 
within the hell inside of your heart because of the original sin from Adam and 
Eve.

When you receive Jesus Christ as your Lord and personal saviour (born again), 
Jesus Christ frees your soul from the hell within the heart to cross you over to 
the heaven within the heart. You cannot cross over by yourself or by any other 
means or powers that has existed, that is existing or will exist except by receiving 
Jesus Christ; the Son of God (Matthew 3:17, Matthew 17:5) who is the Way, the 
Truth and the Life (John 14:6). 

Receiving Jesus Christ means you are shown the way to crossover to the heaven 
in your heart. You now know the truth because you have received Jesus Christ 
and entering the heaven in your heart has caused you to have a new life in Jesus 
Christ in the Heaven in your heart. Once you get born again, Jesus Christ desires 
that you be filled with or baptized by water, spirit and fire as soon as possible 
because if you accept Jesus Christ without connection with or being filled by the 
Holy Spirit, there is no way you can get hold of the spiritual nutrition for your 
spiritual sustenance for your growth and development of your soul and spirit 
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man. This nutritious Word of God is necessary to do anything and ensure steady 
supply of all your needs as promised by Jesus Christ that saved you from the Hell 
inside of your heart (Philippians 4:13 & 19)

Once you get filled with the Holy Spirit, you are eating and digesting the Bread 
of Life; Word of God; Jesus Christ (John 6:35) and having sweet fellowship with 
the Holy Spirit, your life will become very stable, enjoyable, worry-free, no fear 
or anxiety, you will have internal and external joy and peace of mind that surpass 
all understanding (Philippians 4:6-7). At this point, you will know that He that is 
in you is greater than He that is in the world (1 John 4:4). 

From 1 John 4:4, if God is in you, Jesus is in you and the Holy Spirit is in you, it is 
evident that there is a heaven inside of your heart with your soul and spirit com-
fortable there with them. Brethren, that is your first heaven. Congratulations. 
There must be a lot of space within your heart to contain the trinity, all your 
loved ones, all your past enemies, your soul and your spirit. Take the heart spir-
itually like an SD Card commonly used to backup/save digital materials in your 
phone and other devices. The card is a small but mighty device. But items stored 
in the SD card can fill so much space if printed to the point where it becomes 
unimaginable that a small item can hold so much documents and files. The heart 
is almost likened to such an SD card.

                                                                                                                           
     2. Heaven On Earth:

There is a heaven on earth and many faithfuls of our Lord and saviour Jesus Christ 
(the real Christians) are right in the thick of it living a life here on earth that a 
lot of people cannot imagine as possible talk less of it being a reality for many 
people on this earth. The same earth that has been the ground zero of every kind 
of devilish and demonic machinations which are too difficult to comprehend or 
fathom with the human mind or brains.

This same earth we live contains the second phase or category of Heaven. It is 
called Heaven on Earth. To keep this brief, neat and tidy, I will borrow prophetic 
themes that Jesus Christ has used to give coded messages about this second 
phase of the heaven to us using Apostle Deb’rah Eunice Gordon-Osagiede; Gen-
eral Overseer of Spirit and Life Family Bible Church and President of Godhead 
Prayer Ministry Worldwide and Bishop David O. Oyedepo; President and Founder 
of Living Faith Church Worldwide a.k.a. Winners’ Chapel International. To make 
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this to be easy for you, I will use just the prophetic themes for only the last three 
years from these great Apostles of Jesus Christ and their kingdom advancement 
focused ministries.

For Spirit and Life Family Bible Church & Godhead Prayer Ministry Fellowship: 

2016: Trust Jesus Christ More
2017: My Year of God’s Suddenly
2018: Our Year of Victorious Living

For Winners’ Chapel International:

2016: Heaven On Earth; Wonders Without End
2017: Exemption From All Plagues and Curses
2018: It is a New Dawn

To warm you up and allay any fears or doubts about what you are seeing, in the 
two groups of ministries listed above, every member of these ministries that 
keyed into these prophetic themes are currently basking in the delight, plea-
sures, fruits, victories, joy and peace of living in Heaven on Earth. They are cur-
rently too shy to keep coming forward to give their testimonies and it is almost 
a minute by minute occurrence in their lives. They are looking fresh, young and 
some of them have stopped aging. Can you imagine that? They are here with us 
on this earth that is supposedly cursed.

Now, let’s do it. Please put on your seat belt! When you experience Heaven on 
Earth, your life will be filled with wonders without end. The question is: How 
is one able to experience Heaven on Earth and Wonders Without End? Simple 
answer is that you must first experience the Heaven in your heart as explained 
above as a first step. Then to transit into enjoying Heaven on Earth with unending 
wonders, you do not rest on your laurels, you must trust Jesus Christ more. 

As you continue to trust Jesus Christ more, the Spirit of God will continue to 
strengthen your spirit man and begin to build your faith which is a key factor 
in the manifestations of the promises of God in His Word. That same Word will 
ensure that everything you need are provided to you by God’s grace and favour 
(Philippians 4:19) and you will have the reality of who you are in Christ Jesus 
thereby giving you the confidence that you can do all things through Christ Jesus 
who strengthens you (Philippians 4:13). So, all you need is trusting Jesus Christ 
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more by faith and you will be in Heaven on Earth experiencing Wonders without 
End. You will become a “wonderful” man, woman, girl, boy, and youth in all areas 
of life. 

These wonders without end as you are experiencing heaven on earth will be hap-
pening or occurring “suddenly” because our God is a “God of Suddenly”; control-
lable and uncontrollable wonders and testimonies will become your trademark.  

As you are trusting Jesus Christ more, enjoying heaven in your heart and on earth, 
with wonders without end occurring suddenly; controllable and uncontrollable, 
you will suddenly realize that in this your heavenly state that you are exempted 
from all plagues and curses common amongst the other humans around you. 
You are experiencing contentment, divine health, prosperity, peace of the Lord, 
divine wisdom, eternal joy amongst others. 

At this stage, you are totally in a new dawn (or dimension). The life you are living 
is totally a victorious life in Jesus Christ mighty name. A key point to note is that 
right from the start of heaven in the heart to this second category of heaven on 
earth, there are inter-terrestrial interactions between humans going for visits 
and heavenly bodies coming to earth to visit and to help the Saints to contend 
against the enemy of the children of God.

     3. Heaven in Heaven

Once you have attained the status of heaven in the heart and heaven on earth 
and you can maintain this status, you are already in Heaven in Heaven. From 
what I know and from what I have seen, you can visit at any time and the heav-
enly bodies and spirits can visit you any time. The main discussion will be should 
you go to heaven now to be with your groom Jesus Christ or should remain here 
to continue to win souls for your groom and to continue to advance the Kingdom 
of God. At this point, it is an on-going conversation between you and Jesus Christ 
through our comforter; the Holy Spirit.

At this point, these are the ways to go to heaven for your permanent (temporary 
(you will see why later but do not be shocked)) residence: 

a. You can go up alive without seeing death like Enoch (Hebrew 11:5)
b. Your physical body can take a rest in peace while you wait for the rapture
c. You can defy death if God permits and wait alive to see our groom Jesus Christ 
descend from Heaven.
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There is nothing here you can use to compare the heaven(s). You must be there 
to see it to believe it. It is almost indescribable. By the special grace of God and 
for the love Jesus Christ has for me and for the special purpose he has placed me 
in this world at this time, in this season. I have had opportunities and divine priv-
ilege of going to four different heavens or sections of heavens at different times 
and multiple times within some of these times.

It is such that they know me well and I know them well too. They know that I 
am a fighter and very aggressive. They know when to reign me in and when to 
distract me and the angels have found some of my actions totally ridiculous and 
they had no problem openly laughing at my naivety. Let us talk more about these 
different heavens in the next session.

The Heaven(s) Within The Third Phase or Category Of Heaven

It has long been suspected and/or stated that there are several heavens or levels 
in Heaven. I will confirm that there are several levels, areas or sections in heaven. 
I have in this world heard people talking about the 7th heaven. If there is a 7th 
heaven, there most be 1st to 6th and probably some more after the 7th heaven.

Deuteronomy 10:14 (NKJV)

Indeed, heaven and the highest heavens belong to the LORD your God, also the 
earth with all that is in it.

I can say categorically that I have seen Jesus Christ many a time looking into the 
heavens for Him and several times in the last two weeks of March 2018 during 
His appointed training for me in Agape Love leading unto our dedication of our 
two books on Agape Love (Agape Love Letter Volumes One and Two) on April 
1, 2018. The reason for the training according to the Spirit of God is that Jesus 
Christ sees our efforts and intents. If you genuinely make an effort of 0.5%, as 
a child of God, Jesus Christ can score you 100% in His Spirit of Excellence and 
Agape Love. I saw, witnessed and learnt a lot of things during this training period 
which will guide me through this life, life in Heaven and during my endless so-
journ in my “permanent home” later. This is not the place to go into details about 
the lessons learnt during the training. It is ongoing in another conversation. This 
is about all the planets Kepler Spacecraft and now TESS Spacecraft are hunting 
for in the galaxies in the outer space.
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The somewhat downside, I am sorry to say is that once you get deeper into 
Agape love, everyone on this earth if you care to know are now like a see-through 
glass. Whereby all the properly and carefully hidden flaws and weaknesses and 
sin all become obvious and evident and appear magnified and troubling. You see 
giants looking like crumbleable paper plane. It is your first welcome gift or test of 
being able to love your neighbour unconditionally. Any undead human in you will 
be at war with your spirit man. You will appreciate what Apostle Paul was going 
through in Romans 7 and 8.

The Many Heavens

As we have alluded to in the last section, there are different heavens, or areas or 
sections of heaven witnessed by me. I will only discuss about the heavens that I 
have been to, the heaven levels, sections or areas that I have seen with the eyes 
of my spirit man. I can confirm that I have been to the heavens and back on nu-
merous occasions. During these trips, I have visited four different levels, sections 
or areas in the heavens. For some levels I was able to make multiple trips over 
several days. I was able to visit the same level several times in one day/night. 

I will give snippets of my visits so that this dissertation does not end up being 
about my inter-galactical or terrestrial missions around the universe and heav-
ens. Let us take them chronologically without too much details.

1. 1995: During several spiritual attacks, sleeping at nights was crucial. The 
sleep was scarce. I had to see the face of Jesus Christ to be able to sleep oth-
erwise no sleep

2. 2003: My spirit was attacked in my sleep without my knowledge. Only to 
find my spirit in a level in Heaven; in the living quarters that Jesus Christ has 
prepared for us. Irrespective of what others have said or is written anywhere, I 
will tell what I can bear witness to. I will tell you without equivocation that the 
living quarters are mono-level, roofless, have cut out for doors and windows 
but no actual windows and doors. The interesting fact is that the houses are 
built from solid gold and the roads and pavements/sidewalks are all made 
from the best diamonds you can ever imagine. There are no powerlines in 
heavens. The lighting comes from the glory of God shining from above and 
the reflection of this glory of God from the solid diamonds on the ground. The 
living quarters are all empty. After the short tour by the Spirit of God, I was 
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given two gifts on my way back. My own Sword of the Spirit and Philippians 
Chapter 4. Coded. When I returned, to this day, I do not know whether I was 
asleep or dead when I escaped to heaven. The two gifts have been more than 
“uuuuu”. Coded. That is the only way I can describe it in a strange tongue be-
cause English language does not contain words suitable for such great gifts. I 
cannot thank Jesus Christ enough for them.

3. 2012: Under frustration and severe attacks, I strangely initiated visits to the 
heavens to resolve some issues and ask tough questions. I was able to get as 
far the common room of the angels. They did not have wings in this section or 
level of heaven. There all the questions and issues I needed to resolve were 
more than resolved. Many of which I am yet to discuss or write about. My 
coded name was changed amongst others including the angels allowing me to 
go to hell to fight the devil. I did go to hell, but the result was ridiculous. Even 
the angels laughed their angelic hearts out when I returned sweating profuse-
ly. Not because of fire, there was no fire there. I came back delivered from a 
stronghold and a new code name. Coded. In this case, there were several trips 
daily over a few days during a retreat. 

4. 2015: During a revival season from late July to September 2015, which in-
cluded an encounter with the spirit of unforgiveness. Short story: During the 
revival there were several actions with the Sword of the Spirit. I got invited into 
a special heavenly “buffet” where the items on the menu were not food. They 
were all our needs in this life. Everything you have ever needed and those you 
are yet to need were all on offer free of charge. The instruction was do not be 
shy or afraid. Take all you need and desire and as much as you can take. I took 
a lot and I took for others including for Christiana. Somehow, some actions in 
the physical by some over-zealous individuals interrupted rudely this process 
whereby I did not have time to decode the items collected. During my Agape 
Love training in March 2018, I asked the Holy Spirit about my items from the 
heavenly buffet and “G4 Classified Goods" across the river. The Holy Spirit said 
you are amid them. Continue your contentions. Ademola.

5. 2018: In the two weeks leading unto the end of March 2018, while ramp-
ing preparations for our first quadruple threat (treat), which coincidentally 
included the dedication of our first two volumes of our Agape Love Letters, 
the preparations spiritually included sessions of Ni Ka Ra Ma Ko Ko Ko prepa-
rations and praying mostly in the spirit and doing the physical preparations 
alongside the spiritual preparations, something happened. Jesus Christ gave 
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permission to the Holy Spirit to get me down to the highest heaven for more 
training in Agape Love since I have made an honest effort by writing the two 
books. I deserve to see and know more about Agape Love and Trinity. So, 
within that two weeks, the Holy Spirit took me up and down on several mis-
sions to teach me some deep truths about God, the Father, Jesus Christ, the 
Son and the Holy Spirit. I saw God, I saw the “control room or centre” where 
the action of the trinity occurs. I saw a part of me that has bothered me for 
some time that it is not a defect. Rather, an action part of God, the Father in 
me and why it is important to honour and reverence Jesus Christ. I cannot 
have enough space to say what I witnessed including how truthful the devil is 
before God and the number, the unbelievable number of trips the devil makes 
to accuse the brethren and how foolish and stupid the devil is. But in all that, 
he never gives up and he will never give up until Jesus Christ decides to Judge 
his spirit because his body is long dead at resurrection as witnessed by me in 
my journey to fight him in November 2012.

These are brief snippets of my journey into the four different levels, sections or 
areas of the heavens. I am yet to go to the level where all the saints and cheru-
bim are located. It is my understanding that they are in high praises non-stop for 
God daily. With these experiences and journey of mine, I believe there are more 
levels in the heavens that I am yet to visit or explore. But knowing who the trinity 
is, you can only go as far as your desires or you press for. If we ask long enough, 
we will get what we are asking for. If we seek long enough, we will find what you 
we are seeking. If we knock hard enough, we will get and have opened door to 
endless possibilities (Matthew 7:7-8). Be careful what you do, wish for or desire, 
you will not may but surely get it. Keep your thoughts clear and pure and medi-
tate on heavenly things and what Jesus Christ expect us to be; just like Him. Filled 
with Agape Love (Philippians 4: 6-9).
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EARTH AND THE OTHER PLANETS IN THE GALAXY

Let us refresh ourselves with delicious and refreshing Word of God by reviewing 
the anchor scriptures for this dissertation.

ANCHOR SCRIPTURES: Please see these anchor scriptures below, read them; you 
will see the connection later. God bless you.

Genesis 1:1-2 (NKJV) 

The History of Creation

1 In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth. 2 The earth was with-
out form, and void; and darkness was on the face of the deep. And the Spirit of 
God was hovering over the face of the waters..........

1 Corinthians 2:9 (NKJV)

9. But as it is written:

“Eye has not seen, nor ear heard,
Nor have entered into the heart of man
The things which God has prepared for those who love Him.”

Psalm 24:1-2 (NKJV)

1. The earth is the LORD’s, and all its fullness,
The world and those who dwell therein.
2.  For He has founded it upon the seas,
And established it upon the waters.

We will make the rest of this dissertation less painful by cutting short anything 
that resembles a chase.

From Genesis 1:1-2 above, we can see the condition of the planet earth at the 
beginning of creation before the Spirit of God made His move to turn it into what 
we see and inhabit today. Please take note of this statement and Genesis 1:1-2 
because we will reference it again later. In the Psalm of David (Psalm 24:1-2), God 
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is confirming again His ownership and creation of the earth contrary to the belief 
and claims of the children of the enemy of God; the devil.

We see the same situation in Deuteronomy 10:14 below. We see that heaven and 
the highest heavens, and the earth belongs to our Lord Jesus Christ who is our 
God. Also, it clearly indicates the presence of multiple heavens as alluded in the 
sections on heaven above.

Deuteronomy 10:14 (NKJV)

Indeed, heaven and the highest heavens belong to the LORD your God, also the 
earth with all that is in it.
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THE SHOT (Kpa! Kpa!! Kpa!!!)

The Universal and Quadrillion AD.MO.VI.CH money question is and has remained 
for ages: What are all these planets doing out there in the universe or galaxy or 
galaxies? In Genesis 1:1-2, the answer is clearly stated there from the description 
of the state or condition of the earth at the beginning of our own story or life 
which is clearly not the beginning of God or the Trinity. The Trinity pre-existed 
and created the entire universe or galaxy including the earth and other planets 
discovered and those yet to be discovered by man and woman. 

The earth somehow found favour before God and it was chosen to be the begin-
ning of the expression of the Love of God or Agape Love. That is what we are; an 
expression of Love; the Love of God; Agape Love. Think within yourself all the dif-
ferent ways in which love can be expressed in the physical as we know it and then 
extrapolate it to infinity or without end. That is what we are before God and that 
is what we are made of. That is why if we are not connected to our father God or 
trinity through Jesus Christ, our life remains unfulfilled, hopeless and desperate 
and it leads to destruction physically and spiritually.

Pardon my lovely digression. God chose the earth out of love and favour to look 
at the outcome of Him making us in their image and likeness. The earth is a test 
of the grander plans God has for all the planets in the galaxies. By revelation and 
what is written in the Holy Bible, we know that there is an end pending for all of 
us; both dead and living whereby through rapture that Jesus Christ will return to 
judge the earth; (everyone dead or alive) to decide who goes to heaven or who 
goes to hell.

Those faithfuls who are sent to heaven go to the living quarters I saw on my trip 
to heaven (2003), These are the living quarters that are made with gold and dia-
mond with the glory of God from above in the higher heavens giving light to the 
living quarters. 

We the faithfuls, the redeemed, the raptured living in these heavenly quar-
ters made of diamonds and gold will live in these heavenly quarters for “some 
heavenly days” during which we are recalibrated by the Trinity before our ““di-
vine mission, divine reward” for loving Jesus Christ and obeying our Father God 
with the sweet fellowship of the Holy Spirit.” 
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I have deliberately bolded the paragraph above because two important shots 
have been fired there that we need to pull them out and elaborate a little further 
for everyone to understand and appreciate the spiritual leaning of this disserta-
tion. Let's see what the Holy Bible says in 2 Peter 3:8;

2 Peter 3:8 (NKJV)

8. But, beloved, do not forget this one thing, that with the Lord one day is as a 
thousand years, and a thousand years as one day.

“Some Heavenly Days"
I used the words “Some Heavenly Days” because in Heavenly calculations, time 
is almost at a standard still because it really does not matter since almost ev-
erything is at a constant with nothing starting or ending. Everything has started 
and nothing will end or run out. If we look at 2 Peter 3:8, we see that one day in 
the Heavenlies is as 1000 years on earth. Which is about 34 earthly generations 
assuming we say a new generation comes every 30 years; which is a very conser-
vative estimate.

With this, we see that if the faithfuls like us leave the earth for some heavenly 
days, that is quite a long time for the planet earth to be empty. The level of des-
olation will make earth obsolete and uninhabitable for humans. For this reason, I 
am convinced that the residence in Heaven by all the faithfuls from earth will be 
some or a few heavenly days during their preparations and recalibration before 
the next divine mission or divine reward by Jesus Christ. We will reveal this divine 
mission or divine reward shortly after this commercial break. Commercial break? 
No seriously, I will give a small and short example from my personal experience 
on trance/revelations/heavenly missions. Let's go for it now. 

A personal experience on trance/revelations/heavenly missions relative to time 
is quite an experience every time it happens. When I experience trances, reve-
lations and heavenly missions, whether called for by me or a request from Jesus 
Christ through the Holy Spirit or a divine visitation (divine encounter) by the Spir-
it of God, I noticed that when I am in the supernatural experience, I am exposed 
to a lot of information or download a lot of information or there is a sudden 
download spiritually which seems like a lot of audio-visual materials.

But the time I recover back to the natural realm, it seems in most cases like the 
time was held constant during the encounter or it moved by a bit. The interesting 
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results from the supernatural encounters are such that the dissection, interpre-
tation, appreciation and applications of the divine encounters can last several 
years and sometimes several generations because our God is eternal, and every-
thing connected to Him is eternal. 

The point here is that what we receive usually at an instant will last for many 
generations invariably very many years without losing their spiritual values. It 
shows that 0-2 minutes in Heavenly time translate eventually to results that will 
be enduring for several generations or last for eternity. That is my God for you. 
Awesome!!!

“Divine Mission, Divine Reward” (ANOTHER GENESIS)
Divine mission, divine reward or another Genesis. What is this all about? It is 
talking about the real reward we get after our regeneration and recalibration 
and reconditioning or “Adamitization” and “Evenitization” of the faithfuls and 
raptured men and women who made it to the Heavenly realms because of their 
faithfulness to God. They have tasted Heaven and they know who they truly are, 
and they know that they are made in the image and likeness of the Trinity; they 
are gods, royal priesthoods and joint heirs with Jesus Christ.

They know that even though they are Christlike or Christians, Jesus Christ; the 
Son of God is fully and completely in charge of the whole universe including the 
heavens and earth and all the planets discovered and yet to be discovered by 
men and women before the world (earth), life as we “knew” it ended on earth.

Matthew 25:21 (NKJV)
 
His lord said to him, ‘Well done, good and faithful servant; you were faithful over 
a few things, I will make you ruler over many things. Enter into the joy of your 
lord.

From Matthew 25:21 above, knowing fully that the Word of God does not have a 
beginning or an end, we are safe to pull and stretch it into the after life in the new 
or another Genesis. Without trying to restate in verbatim the Word in this verse, 
we can see and say without equivocation that all the faithful servants of Jesus 
Christ who were faithful over the few things God put in their care and under their 
control in the space or sphere that was available or made available to them by 
God before time makes it known that they will be rulers over many things.
In the language, scope and size that God our Father and Jesus Christ our Lord and 
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personal saviour operates. What do you imagine? 12 loaves of bread instead of 
1 loaf? This is God saying many things and inviting you into the joy of our Lord 
Jesus Christ. I will tell you that the many things God is referring to in Matthew 
25:21, is that He will make you what He has always intended you to be; an Adam 
and Eve. If you recall in:

Genesis 1:26-28 (NKJV)

26. Then God said, “Let Us make man in Our image, according to Our likeness; 
let them have dominion over the fish of the sea, over the birds of the air, and 
over the cattle, over all the earth and over every creeping thing that creeps on 
the earth.”

27. So God created man in His own image; in the image of God He created him; 
male and female He created them.

28. Then God blessed them, and God said to them, “Be fruitful and multiply; fill 
the earth and subdue it; have dominion over the fish of the sea, over the birds of 
the air, and over every living thing that moves on the earth.”

With these verses in Genesis 1:26-28, we see the Word of God which has no end 
and no beginning and does not expire, and God is not man that He will lie. With 
so many Adams and Eves available, it is evident without repentance that every 
Adam (and his own Eve) will be assigned their planet where they can look over 
many things of their own according to Matthew 25:21 and these things they will 
look after are the items listed in Genesis Chapter 1 and the authority to look after 
these “many things” are specified in Genesis 1:26-28.

You will be wondering that where will all these things be located and where will 
all these Adams and Eves going to be, if there is only one planet earth? That is the 
Quadrillion AD.MO.VI.CH money question. That is the purpose this dissertation 
is showing with available evidence and knowledge and Word already available 
in the Christian Holy Bible. That is what has confounded and continue to con-
found the so-called best and brightest minds amongst us. It is an opportunity to 
demonstrate to all the “smart ignoramuses” and “atheists” and the entire “Space 
and Rocket Science Industry” out there that there is truly an Almighty God be-
hind all these hitherto unexplained phenomena around us on earth and in the 
galaxies and the heavens.
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All the planets discovered by various exorbitant space missions of the past years 
and recently by the Kepler Space Mission and those to be discovered by the cur-
rent TESS Mission are all the creation of our Almighty God. So, hold your peace. 
There is no end to the universe or galaxies or the planets that exist out there. In 
the world, the saying goes that the more you look the less you see. As these crazy 
scientists have learnt the hard way is that with God, the more you look or search, 
the more you see. Trust me. There are uncountable planets out there. It is not 
quite clear to me if the planets are born every time someone gives their live to 
Christ or if God knows the total number of His children on earth that will come to 
heaven. Thereby reserving a planet for each of us. 

Whichever you believe or accept, it does not change the facts that God has made 
provision for every qualified Adam and Eve to have their own planet as it was at 
the beginning of creation in Genesis chapter 1. So, to cut this dissertation short. 
Every Adam and Eve will be assigned to each planet out there. The assignment 
will be done by Jesus Christ. It is not revealed to me yet because it is not my 
business at this time about pairing for the Adams and Eves. Whether it will be by 
earthly marriage or blood relation or ethnic group or race. 

This I know for a fact from my Heavenly missions in November 2012. I cannot go 
into details because it will be tangential to what we are talking about here. If you 
want to know more details, you will need to check our book on marriage and the 
constant war the devils wage against marriage especially the woman (EVE). The 
title is not fixed in stone yet but it most likely going to be centred around: Titilayo 
vs Titiliar (Eve vs Devil). It could change. This story will be in Part 11 in the book. 
In this revelation, the Spirit of God told me clearly that all these relationships and 
dramas going on in the world are unnecessary and are mostly sinful which most 
of the time result in failed marriages. 

He stated clearly that there is no perfect man (Adam) or perfect woman (Eve) 
in this world. So, the notion of people or parents dreaming up ideal spouse or 
pairs for marriage is not only sinful, it is demonic and bordering on witchcraft. 
The Spirit of God said that any Adam can marry any Eve and the perfection of the 
marriage is done by the involvement of Jesus Christ in everything concerning the 
couple in the marriage to make it a truly Holy Matrimony. He said just as we call 
ourselves brother and sister in the faith, we are truly brothers and sisters in the 
spirit and physical. So, every Christian marriage is a marriage between siblings 
and that siblings effect of eternal blood relation is what is supposed to propel the 
marriage to be for life most of the times. 
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Hence, the vow states until death do us part. He said the biological siblings have 
married from biblical times and in some cultures to this day. The Spirit of God 
is not encouraging that not because it is wrong but because if the Spirit is not 
present, things like incest and unnecessary pressure can cause some issues and 
prevent families from growing if they do not marry outside of their immediate 
family. Families grow faster when external marriages are done, and it helps to 
connect the society and if properly done and managed, it creates peace and har-
mony in the society and in the world.

Going back to the planets, Adams and Eves will be assigned to the planets at the 
discretion of Jesus Christ after each recalibrated New Man and Jesus Woman 
are ready to look after “many things” in their new planet. Foolishly enough, the 
scientists, the very smart scientists have burnt their careers, credit history, mar-
riages, health and sometimes their lives and the lives of many others related and 
unrelated to their work all over the earth try to figure out the simplest question 
in the world. How can we make these planets inhabitable? How can we just take 
a few million bucks from the rich folks to take them to other planets and leave 
the “FFFFFFFF” poor people on earth and the monkeys here to just die of poverty 
and diseases and starvation?

The truth is, the answer is right at the beginning of the Christian Holy Bible:

Genesis 1:1-2 (NKJV):

The History of Creation
1 In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth. 2 The earth was with-
out form, and void; and darkness was on the face of the deep. And the Spirit of 
God was hovering over the face of the waters.

God said He will not hide anything good from us. For Centuries, wise men and 
women have been searching for something that is not even hidden and is in plain 
view. If you still do not get it. Please allow me to explain it to you. It is so simple 
it does need decoding. If the entire universe and galaxies, heavens and earth 
was created by God through His spoken Word (Jesus Christ or Agape Love). If you 
look closely at Genesis 1:1-2 above, you will see clearly that God gave a secret to 
a heavenly technology which just like worldly technologies is replicable. If mere 
mortals can replicate their technology, what gives you the impression that God 
whose Spirit hovered over the face of the waters and the earth that was without 
form and void with darkness on the face of the deep and He made a paradise 
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out of it with detailed steps and commands with which the paradise (earth) was 
made (Genesis 1). The exact same way every planet out there no matter their 
distances and conditions will be made inhabitable by the Almighty God through 
Jesus Christ our Lord and Personal Saviour.

If you still do not believe this revelation or dissertation, please if you are moving 
around, it will be dead man or woman walking. Receive Jesus Christ now; be-
cause in a short time your body will surrender itself to the earth and your spirit 
will find itself in hell now or later. May God help you in Jesus Christ mighty name. 
Amen
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Conclusion

To conclude this dissertation, without taking offence to the rocket science and 
aerospace industries, it is evident in this dissertation that God indeed exist. 
There are biblical evidences shown and demonstrated that these clues to these 
deep theological and scientific questions have always been with us. We just did 
not look closely enough all the while. Billions and maybe trillions of dollars have 
gone down the drain or has been smoked up the outer space or possibly gone 
into a few pockets with some diverted into the hands of willing and unwilling 
politicians as lobbying funds or campaign financing directly or indirectly. 

This is to continue to feed and propagate this illusion of aliens or extraterrestrial 
beings exist out there and somehow wandering and squandering trillions of dol-
lars in the wilderness of outer space will help fruits grow faster on earth and help 
cattle to produce more beef for the cowboys and cowgirls in the countryside of 
Texas, California and other locations around the world. What a fallacy. What a 
shame and what a fraud. A big scam by a global cartel.

Well, back to the issue, we have demonstrated that there are several categories 
of Heaven and that there are several different (levels of) heaven within the heav-
en above. It is a spiritual heaven. If you seek it, you will find it but not by power 
(rockets), not by might (dollars) but by the Spirit of God through acceptance of 
Jesus Christ as your Lord and personal Saviour and working out this your new 
salvation and conviction with fear and trembling.

We have illustrated the special favour and privilege of the planet earth relative 
to other planets and we used the Word and technology God used to make earth 
habitable for Adam and Eve to clearly demonstrate with evidence the application 
of this same Word (Jesus Christ) in the process to make all the planets within the 
galaxy or galaxies to be habitable for all the faithfuls who made it to heaven. Who 
will return as bona fide third Adams and Eves to their custom-made planets to 
fulfill God’s divine purpose and plan for all the planets out there in the galaxy. 
There is nothing God makes that is useless. There is always a purpose. A divine 
purpose. 

We believe and know without equivocation or ambiguity that all the planets out 
there have been carefully and wonderfully made by God for me and you. Are you 
born again? If you are not. There is another place reserved for you called hell. 
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I hear it is going to be very terrible there. An eternal life of torture, pain, cry-
ing, screaming and never-ending anguish. Please save yourself from this horrible 
end to your life. After all the pains and challenges you are encountering here 
on earth. Give your life to Jesus Christ as soon as possible because you can see 
clearly the grand plan God and Jesus Christ have for those who put their trust in 
them until the end of their life or until the end of this world as we know it now. 

Jesus Christ (Agape Love) loves you more than words can say. Life with Him is 
steady, safe and peaceful and refreshing. There are too many words to say this. 
This dissertation is too small to contain them all.
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Recommendations

With the facts before us both physically and spiritually, it is evident that most of 
the activities and actions of the aerospace, astronomy, astroscience, astrophys-
ics and all the related and support industries and professional and occupational 
associations and societies (both open and secret societies) have been feeding 
themselves and their cohorts fat from tons of valuable and scarce resources from 
various levels of governments and industries to “shoot” very costly scientific 
hardware and very smart minds into the abyss when many will or should know 
that it is just trying to play “Star Wars” at the expense of other more pressing 
human needs on our Terra Firma. 

Poverty, disease, hunger and a lot of wars could have been avoided, reduced or 
eliminated. The numerous benefits promised by the aerospace industry are yet 
to be seen. From my professional point of view, I am yet to hear of a project that 
was done successfully in the so-called rocket science industry or sector within 
the parameters used to determine successful projects in project management as 
we all know it.
The aerospace (rocket science) and neuro-surgery (brain surgery) professions 
and industry have always been touted as where you must be if you have some 
stuff in your head. But with what is before us spiritually and physically, it is ev-
ident that the rocket science sector has really taken us to the grinder without 
any provocation and wrong doing from the masses around the world and the 
taxpayers in the jurisdictions where funding or financing have been coming from. 
From what we have herein, it is obvious that monies have not been properly and 
effectively used in the aerospace sector to the extent that it smells like a very 
organized crime to the extent of a global cartel.

Our focus here today is the aerospace industry. We will spare the neuro-science, 
neuro-surgery or brain surgery sector (industry) today to be revisited again de-
pending on the leading of the Spirit of God.

My Key Recommendations:

1.  The entire aerospace industry should be probed or investigated to see who 
the real benefactors of this highly lucrative but largely unproductive and high-
ly unrewarding sector are.
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2.  How much of the highly touted benefits from the aerospace sector have 
been realized to date in a very significant form relative to the funds burnt so 
far

3. Incessant cost overruns and other factors have made the projects undue 
burden to the “purse” of public and private funders. It is rocket science. They 
are smarter than everyone else. They ought to know how to manage (money) 
and manage projects.

4. Considering the level of hardship that the aerospace sector has caused 
directly and indirectly to the less-privileged from the burning up into deep 
space the funds that could have been used to make GPS free globally, mobile 
phone service free globally, healthcare, housing, education, amongst others 
free globally. The entire industry should be prosecuted to the full extent of the 
law to both recover funds and assets and sentence those found guilty.

5. For sentences, the major players should face stiff sentences and fines in-
cluding death sentences in regions where they are legal and life imprisonment 
where such is permitted. I have asked for these sentences because what is 
going in the rocket industry is nothing short of war crime and very danger-
ous crime against humanity. A lot of people have died directly or indirectly 
because the government or societies have not always had enough to meet 
their social responsibilities targets due to insufficient funds. But there is no 
problem allocating billions of dollars to the rocket science industry.

6. Finally, the lobbyists, governments and politicians who were involved in 
funding of these joyrides into the galaxy should be investigated and pros-
ecuted and sentenced for giving out money that could have taken care of 
great needs of their people without proper due diligence and participating in 
a space race without due consideration of the real needs on ground for their 
people and taxpayers

Our God said in Genesis 1:26-28 (NKJV)
                          
26. Then God said, “Let Us make man in Our image, according to Our likeness; 
let them have dominion over the fish of the sea, over the birds of the air, and 
over the cattle, over all the earth and over every creeping thing that creeps on 
the earth.”
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27. So God created man in His own image; in the image of God He created him; 
male and female He created them. 28 Then God blessed them, and God said to 
them, “Be fruitful and multiply; fill the earth and subdue it; have dominion over 
the fish of the sea, over the birds of the air, and over every living thing that 
moves on the earth.”

From verse 28 of Genesis 1, God said we should fill the earth and subdue it. There 
was never any time that we were asked to go about the galaxy looking for God, 
the heavens and expending valuable and scarce resources that is badly needed 
around the world to fill the earth and subdue it. We are no where near filling the 
earth or subduing it. 

The Spirit of God within me is provoked by this deliberate organized wicked-
ness. I hereby in the name of Jesus Christ the Son of God whose name has 
been ridiculed in all these actions, decree that from today May 8, 2018 every-
one who were involved in this grave crime and injustice, have three (3) years 
from today until May 8, 2021 to hurrily and desperately give their lives to Jesus 
Christ to prevent them from being eaten for breakfast by the devil the enemy 
of God. This is apart from other natural causes of death that can occur between 
now and then. 

May God lead your hearts to the right decision of following Jesus Christ. Amen.

Q.E.D. (quod erat demonstrandum) 
Ni Ka Ra Ma Ko Ko Ko
Ni Ka Ra Ma Ko Ko Ko
U Ruese Ebaba Mwe
Victoria E Certa
AD.MO.VI.CH

Prepared and Presented By:

Ademola Usuanlele
Groupe Haus Inc.

With review support from Christiana “Titilayo” Usuanlele
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ABOUT THE BOOK 

I tell you this book is a shocker! You must read it to believe it. Trillions of dol-
lars! Hard-earned trillions of dollars have been gambled away in the outer space. 
Many intelligent minds have been killed, many innocent people including little 
children and vulnerable people have either died or have been neglected to live 
in pains and abject poverty because of some few people. Some few cowboys and 
cowgirls have created this myth that God does not exist, and they have gone all 
out with no expense spared to prove to themselves and the rest of the world 
that there is no God, there is no Jesus Christ, there is no heaven and there is no 
hell. In the process, they have lined up their pockets, lined up the pockets of their 
friends and family and lined up the pockets of some willing and unwilling politi-
cians via lobbying, campaign financing and even infrastructure projects. 

They have used fraternal, professional, family and any kind of ties you can imag-
ine just to keep this champagne flowing to the point where governments around 
the world have been sucked into this illusion and competition and unknowingly, 
they have kept the taps of the champagne fully opened. In this book, the most 
critical questions about heaven, earth, the galaxies and all the planets have been 
answered. This book also brought up some critical information about the cate-
gories of heaven and the levels of heaven. All of these have been backed up with 
scriptures in the Christian Holy Bible. Thank you, Jesus! Thank you, Lord! If you 
truly believe that you do not need further edification from this book or you are 
truly blessed by this book, please share the book or the lessons from this book 
with others. Buy* and read a copy today! God bless you.

**Get a copy of the Heavenly Tongue Song: Ni Ka Ra Ma Ko Ko Ko. Start your 
heavenly celebration now! Even if it is by faith. Whatever you wish for in Jesus 
Christ mighty name, you shall get it. Don’t wait until you are perfect. Perfection 
only comes through Jesus Christ.

*A portion of the proceeds from the sale of this book will be given to Charities 
and Foundations. Such as Ademola Usuanlele Charitable Foundations world-
wide, Sickle Cell Foundation of Alberta, Canadian Family Advisory Network, 

Canadian Premature Babies Foundation, Stollery Children’s Hospital’s Patient & 
Family Centred Care Council, WINN and Oliver Centre




